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Topic-Based Coherence Modeling for
Statistical Machine Translation

Deyi Xiong, Min Zhang, Member, IEEE, and Xing Wang

Abstract—Coherence that ties sentences of a text into a meaning-
fully connected structure is of great importance to text generation
and translation. In this paper, we propose topic-based coherence
models to produce coherence for document translation, in terms
of the continuity of sentence topics in a text. We automatically ex-
tract a coherence chain for each source text to be translated. Based
on the extracted source coherence chain, we adopt a maximum en-
tropy classifier to predict the target coherence chain that defines
a linear topic structure for the target document. We build two
topic-based coherence models on the predicted target coherence
chain: 1) a word level coherencemodel that helps the decoder select
coherent word translations and 2) a phrase level coherence model
that guides the decoder to select coherent phrase translations. We
integrate the two models into a state-of-the-art phrase-based ma-
chine translation system. Experiments on large-scale training data
show that our coherence models achieve substantial improvements
over both the baseline andmodels that are built on either document
topics or sentence topics obtained under the assumption of direct
topic correspondence between the source and target side. Addition-
ally, further evaluations on translation outputs suggest that target
translations generated by our coherence models are more coherent
and similar to reference translations than those generated by the
baseline.
Index Terms—Text coherence, text analysis, coherence chain,

topic modeling, statistical machine translation (SMT), natural
language processing.

I. INTRODUCTION

U NDER an assumption that sentences of a text can be
translated independently of each other, statistical ma-

chine translation (SMT) has made substantial progresses on
modeling sentence-level translation over the last two decades.
However, just as words within a sentence are logically and
syntactically related to each other, sentences in a text are also
semantically connected. The neglect of such inter-sentence
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Fig. 1. Architecture of SMT system with the topic-based coherence model.

semantic connectedness will hurt the coherence of the target
document generated from a coherent source document where
sentences are meaningfully connected.
Coherence, establishing links in meaning between sentences,

is an important property of well-formed texts. It makes texts
cohesive and easy to read and understand, rather than a random
group of sentences. Linguists de Beaugrande and Dressler [1]
define the foundation of coherence as a “continuity of senses”.
In this article, we specialize and confine the sense continuity to
a continuous sentence topic transition. In order to keep a contin-
uous flow of senses in a coherent text, sentences within the text
should have the same or similar topics and topic changes in ad-
jacent sentences should also be smooth. This explanation of co-
herence is similar to the concept of content adopted by Barzilay
and Lee [2], who propose HMMs to model sentence topics and
topic shifts in a text in order to capture coherence.
We can assign a topic for each sentence in a coherent doc-

ument. The coherent document can be therefore characterized
as a sentence topic sequence in which topics are connected and
topic changes are continuous. We refer to such a sentence topic
sequence as the coherence chain of the document. Based on the
document coherence chain, we propose a framework to capture
coherence for statistical machine translation.
Since the corresponding target document of a coherent source

document is yet to be generated, we need to predict the coher-
ence chain for the target document according to the coherence
chain of its source document in our framework. Once we have
the predicted target document coherence chain, we can build
topic-based coherence models on it. Our key interest is to cap-
ture the internal connectedness of the target document at the
level of sentence-to-sentence topic transitions for translation.
The whole framework is visualized in Fig. 1.
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Specifically, first, we train a sentence topic model HTMM1

[3] on our training data. The trained topic model is able to infer
topics for individual sentences in a text. We use this topic model
to produce a coherence chain for each source document to be
translated. Second, we predict the target document coherence
chain given the source document coherence chain. As each
source sentence is translated to only one target sentence and
vice versa in our training data, the coherence chain predic-
tion can be recast as a sequence labeling problem. We use a
maximum entropy (MaxEnt) model to project source sentence
topics in the generated source coherence chain onto target sen-
tences. Finally, we incorporate the predicted target coherence
chain into document translation via two proposed topic-based
coherence models. The two models are integrated into the
decoder to help it select appropriate target words/phrases that
are related to the estimated topics of target sentences in which
these words/phrases occur. In doing so, we want the decoder to
produce coherent translations throughout target documents.
We investigate the effectiveness of our coherence models on

NIST Chinese-to-English translation. The coherence model can
be constructed either at the word level or at the phrase level.
Our best performing method uses a Markov model of order 2
to predict target coherence chains and builds a coherence model
at the phrase level. Experiment results show that the word level
coherence model is able to improve the performance by 0.53
BLEU [4] points and the phrase level model 0.61 BLEU points.
We also compare our models against a document topic based

translation model which uses the topic of a document for all sen-
tences within the document. Previous work [5], [6] that explores
topic model [7] for SMT uses only document topic for transla-
tions. They do not distinguish sentences of a document in terms
of their topics. Although many sentences share the same topic
with the document where they occur, we observe (1) that there
are sentence topic changes within a document and (2) that a lot
of sentences actually do have topics different from those of their
documents in our training data.2 Experiment results also suggest
that our topic-based coherence model using sentence topics is
better than the document topic based translation model.
The topic-based coherence model has been presented in our

previous paper [8]. In this article, we make the following sig-
nificant extensions to our previous work.
• We carry out new experiments to investigate whether our
MaxEnt-based topic projection from the source to the
target side is better than a bilingual topic model based on
the assumption of direct topic correspondence between
the source and target side. Such a bilingual topic model
does not require the MaxEnt-based topic projection, i.e.,
the second step in our framework in Fig. 1.

• We conduct an in-depth analysis to disclose how the coher-
ence models improve translation quality through intrinsic
and extrinsic evaluations on translation outputs.

• We provide more details, such as the accuracy of the
MaxEnt-based prediction model as well as the model size
and decoding speed of the proposed coherence models.

1See Section IV for more details.
2For more details, see Section V-E

These details will help us look inside the topic-based
coherence models.

The remainder of this article proceeds as follows.
Section II elaborates the two topic-based coherence models.
Section III presents the prediction model that we use to pre-
dict target coherence chains from generated source coherence
chains, as well as features that are used in the prediction model.
Section IV introduces how we generate coherence chains
for source documents. Section V evaluates the topic-based
coherence models with large-scale training data on Chi-
nese-to-English translation. Section VI deeply investigates
how the incorporated coherence model improves translation
quality. Section VII introduces related work and highlights the
differences of our coherence models from previous approaches.
Finally we conclude in Section VIII with future directions.

II. TOPIC-BASED COHERENCE MODEL

In this section, we describe our topic-based coherence
models. When we translate a coherent source document ,
we want the generated target document to be coherent too.
In order to produce coherence in , we can use the coherence
chain of to help the decoder select words and phrases that
are coherent. Let us first suppose that we have already predicted
the target coherence chain for the target
document from the coherence chain of its source document.
We can use this coherence chain to provide constraints for the
target document translation.
Our goal is to make the target document as coherent

as possible. We use the conditional probability to
measure the coherence of the target document translation. As
we define the coherence as a continuous sense transition over
sentences within a document, the probability is factorized as
follows:

(1)

where is the th sentence in the target document.
The probability estimates the relatedness between

the sentence translation and its corresponding topic in the
continuous sense chain of the target document. We can further
factorize this probability by decomposing the sentence trans-
lation into words or phrases. Correspondingly, we propose two
topic-based coherence models: word and phrase level coherence
model.
Word level coherence model (WCM). The probability

is further factorized into topic probabilities over
words as follows:

(2)

where are words in . The topic-word probability
can be directly obtained from the outputs of the trained topic
model (see Section IV). As we discard all stop words when
training our topic model3, stop words occurring in the sentence
translation are therefore ignored.

3English stop words are from http://snowball.tartarus.org/algorithms/english/
stop.txt, As for Chinese stop words, we obtain them from our training data ac-
cording to word frequency.
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Phrase level coherence model (PCM).We can also factorize
at the phrase level as follows:

(3)

where are target phrases that are used to generate transla-
tion . Since the number of phrases is much larger than that of
words, we have to consider data sparseness problem when esti-
mating the probability distribution of topic over phrases .
Instead of directly estimating in our phrase level coher-
ence model, we actually calculate the probability . This
is reasonable as both and measure the related-
ness of phrase to topic .
Data sparseness in the estimation of is under control

as the number of topics is normally smaller than 1000. In order
to calculate , we annotate phrases with topic when
these phrases are extracted from sentence . The probability

is estimated using smoothed counts:

(4)

where denotes the frequency and is the total number of
topics.
After the factorization at the word/phrase level, the topic-

based coherence model can be directly integrated into SMT de-
coder just like the lexical/phrasal translation probability model
in phrase-based SMT [10], as shown in Fig. 1.

III. TARGET COHERENCE CHAIN PREDICTION
In the previous section, we assume that the coherence chain

of a target document is available before the decoder generates
the target document. So how can we obtain the target document
coherence chain before decoding? We cannot directly infer the
target coherence chain via topic models trained on texts of the
target language as the target document is yet to be generated.
However, we can obtain the coherence chain of its corre-

sponding source document with trained topic models. It
is widely accepted that the target document translation should
be meaningfully faithful to the source document. Thus, corre-
sponding sentences between the source and target document
should have comparable topics. If a topic change happens in
the source coherence chain, a similar topic shift should also
occur in the target coherence chain. This suggests that we can
predict the target coherence chain based on its counterpart on
the source side. We further assume a one-to-one mapping be-
tween sentences in the source/target document4. Therefore the
target coherence chain prediction is actually a sequence labeling
problem, in which the source coherence chain is the observation
sequence while the target chain is the hidden state sequence to
be predicted.
Yet another way to generate the target coherence chain is to

learn a bilingual topic model which is similar to that proposed
in [9]. This bilingual model learns topics for the source and
target language in the same topic space, where aligned source
and target sentences share the same topics. We can approximate
this bilingual topic model with a “bilingual trained” topic model

4This assumption is reasonable as we use sentence-aligned bilingual corpus.

by running our monolingual topic model on modified bilingual
training data. In Section V-C, we will empirically compare our
target coherence chain generation strategy against this approxi-
mate bilingual topic model based coherence chain generation.
In this section, we introduce our projection method, including

the prediction model, features used in the model and the training
procedure.

A. Prediction Model
Given a source coherence chain along with

the source document topic , we choose the target coherence
chain with the highest probability among all
possible chains.

(5)

Note that a source sentence topic (value of ) may align to
different target topics (value of ) and vice versa in training
data [5]. This is because we separately train two sentence topic
models on the source and target language: one is use to infer
source coherence chains and the other for target coherence
chains . Therefore there is no direct one-to-one topic cor-
respondence between topics inferred by these two separately
trained topic models. However, these topics are connected to
each other by document and sentence alignments. Using these
alignments, we can project topics from the source topic space to
the target topic space.
The posterior probability is factorized and

modeled under a Markov assumption as follows:

(6)

That is, we determine the hidden state according to its pre-
ceding states , a 5-sentence window centered at the
current observed source sentence topic and the source docu-
ment topic . We set to 0/1/2 and the model is referred to
as the prediction model of order 0/1/2 correspondingly.
We use a maximum entropy classifier to estimate the proba-

bility , which is calculated as follows:

(7)

where represents a possible topic of the th target sentence,
are binary valued feature functions

which will be introduced in the next subsection, and are
weights for these feature functions.

B. Features
We have integrated the following features into the prediction

model.
Source sentence topic features. Source sentence topics are

used to create features formulated as follows:

(8)
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Fig. 2. The training process of the target coherence chain predictor.

where , and are a specific topic ID of the
source and target language, respectively. The feature will be
fired if the source sentence topic is and the prediction for
the current target sentence topic equals . Note that is not nec-
essarily the same as . Even if they are equal to each other, they
may represent different topics as we infer sentence topics on the
source and target side separately (see the next subsection).
Source document topic feature.We also use the source docu-

ment topic to predict the target document coherence chain
as follows:

(9)

The feature will be fired if the source document topic equals
and the prediction for is .
Target sentence topic transition features. We use these fea-

tures to capture the dependence of the current target sentence
topic on topics of preceding target sentence.

(10)

This feature will be fired if the topics of the ( )th and th
target sentences are and respectively. If , the feature
will be not used. It means that the topic of the current target
sentence is estimated independent of topics of preceding target
sentences.

C. Training

The process of training the maximum entropy based pre-
dictor shown in equation (7) is visualized in Fig. 2. In order
to train the predictor, we need to collect training instances
( ) from aligned source/target coherence
chains. Particularly,
• We first train a source sentence topic model HTMM on the
source language and use the trained source topic model
to infer all sentence topics on source documents in our
bilingual training data. The details of this procedure will
be described in the next section.

• Similarly, we also train an HTMMon target documents and
use the trained HTMM to infer sentence topics of target
documents in our training data.

• Once we complete the sentence topic inference on both
source and target documents, we can extract coherence
chains for all aligned source/target documents.

TABLE I
SENTENCE TOPICS INFERRED BY THE HTMM ON A SOURCE DOCUMENT
(WRITTEN IN CHINESE PINYIN FOLLOWED BY ENGLISH TRANSLATIONS).

SID INDICATES THE SENTENCE ID

• From these extracted coherence chain pairs, we collect
training instances and generate the features as described
in the last subsection.

• Finally, we train the maximum entropy classifier via the
off-the-shelf MaxEnt toolkit5.

IV. SOURCE COHERENCE CHAIN GENERATION

The last question about our proposed topic-based coherence
framework is how we generate coherence chains for source doc-
uments. Given a source document that consists of sentences

, we want to obtain topics not only for the document
itself ( ) but also for all sentences in the document ( ). Cur-
rently the most popular Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [7]
model only generates topics for words and documents, ignoring
sentence topics.We therefore resort to the Hidden TopicMarkov
Model (HTMM) [3] which assumes that all words in the same
sentence have the same topic and hence is able to learn topics
for sentences within documents.
We adopt the HTMM open-source toolkit6 to train an HTMM

on our training data where document boundaries are explicitly
given. HTMM parameters are estimated iteratively via the EM
algorithm. The trained HTMM is then used to infer Viterbi sen-
tence topic sequence for each document. Table I shows an ex-
ample of source document in Chinese. We do not list all sen-
tences of the document for the sake of saving space. The listed
sentences are labeled with topics generated by the HTMM. The
first 5 sentences have the same topic 123 which is related to gov-
ernment and militarywhile the 6th sentence has a different topic
46which is about love. Although themajority of sentences of the
document have the same topic 123, we observe a topic change
between sentence 5 and 6.
Once topics for all sentences in a source document are ob-

tained, we can generate the coherence chain of the document by
simply extracting the sequence of sentence topics. For example,
the coherence chain of the document shown in Table I is “123
123 123 123 123 46 ”.
The way that the HTMM captures topic transitions between

sentences is similar to that of the content model [2]. Both of

5Available at: http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/lzhang10/maxent_toolkit.html
6Available at: http://code.google.com/p/openhtmm/.
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them employ HiddenMarkovModels (HMM). IntegratingMar-
kovian relations, the HTMM is able to drop the “bag-of-words”
assumption that topics for words are independently learned. But
still like the LDA model, the HTMM organizes all parameters
via a hierarchical generative model. The learned conditional
probability for a word given its hidden topic is
used in our word level coherence model (Section II).

V. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we conducted a series of experiments to eval-
uate the proposed topic-based coherence models on NIST Chi-
nese-English translation trained with large-scale data. In partic-
ular, we aim at the following tasks.
• Measuring the impact of two parameters on our coherence
models: the number of topics and the Markov order
of the prediction model (See Section III).

• Comparing the coherence models built on target sentence
topics learned by our prediction model against that on
topics learned by an approximate bilingual topic model.

• Investigating the effect of the word and phrase level coher-
ence models.

• Comparing our coherence models against the document
topic based model.

We also investigated the size of the proposed coherence
models and the decoding speed of systems with the coherence
models.

A. Setup

Our baseline system is a state-of-the-art BTG-based phrasal
system which adopts Bracketing Transduction Grammars
(BTG) [11] for phrasal translation [12]. We integrate the pro-
posed coherence model into this system.
Our training data (including LDC2002E18, LDC2003E07,

LDC2003E14, LDC2004E12, LDC2004T07, LDC2004T08
(Only Hong Kong News), LDC2005T06 and LDC2005T10)
consists of 3.8M sentence pairs with 96.9M Chinese words
and 109.5M English words. We used a 5-gram language model
which was trained on the Xinhua section of the English Giga-
word corpus (306 million words) using the SRILM toolkit [13]
with modified Kneser-Ney smoothing.
In order to train the HTMM and the coherence chain pre-

diction model, we selected LDC2003E14, LDC2004T07,
LDC2005T06 and LDC2005T10 from our bilingual training
data, where document boundaries are explicitly provided. We
also used all data from the corpus LDC2004T08 (Hong Kong
Hansards, Laws and News). In total, our training data for the
coherence chain prediction model contain 103,236 documents
with 2.80M sentences. When we train the HTMM with the EM
algorithm, we set the hyper parameters and

according to the values used by Gruber et al. [3].
We performed 100 iterations of the L-BFGS algorithm imple-
mented in the MaxEnt toolkit with both Gaussian prior and
event cutoff set to 1 to train the prediction model (Section III).
We adopted the NISTMT03 evaluation test data as our devel-

opment set, and the NIST MT05 as the test set. The numbers of
documents in MT03/05 are 100/100 respectively. We used the

TABLE II
BLEU AND NIST SCORES OF THE WORD LEVEL COHERENCE MODEL ON THE
DEVELOPMENT SET WITH TOPIC NUMBER VARYING FROM 100 TO 200 AND

THE MARKOV ORDER OF THE PREDICTION MODEL FROM 0 TO 2

case-insensitive BLEU-4 [4] and NIST [14] to evaluate transla-
tion quality. In order to alleviate the impact of MERT [15] in-
stability, we followed the suggestion of Clark et al. [16] to run
MERT three times and report average BLEU/NIST scores over
the three runs for all our experiments.

B. The Number of Topics and the Markov Order of the
Prediction Model

We first investigated the impact of two important parameters:
the number of topics and the Markov order . The former pa-
rameter determines the granularity of senses and sense changes
that are allowed in document translation. The latter specifies
whether to capture the dependencies on the topics of preceding
sentences in the coherence chain prediction. We evaluated the
impact of both parameters on the word level coherence model
by setting and . The results
are shown in Table II. From the table, we can observe that
• When we increase the number of topics from 100 to
150, the average BLEU/NIST scores on the three different
Markov order settings are improved from 0.3429/9.4121
to 0.3457/9.4227. However, when is further increased
to 200, the average BLEU/NIST scores drop to 0.3441/9.
4113 respectively. The reason may be that the probability
distribution of topic transitions is becoming sparser when
the number of topics is larger.

• As we increase the Markov order from 0 to 1, the per-
formance of the word level coherence model first drops.
However, when is set to 2, both BLEU and NIST scores
rise and are higher on average than those scores when is
0. This indicates that capturing topic dependencies helps
the coherence chain prediction model when is less than
200, which in turn benefits the coherence model.

These findings are consistent with the training accuracies of
the MaxEnt-based coherence chain prediction model as shown
in Table III. If we do not use any topic dependency informa-
tion, the prediction accuracy drops as the topic number ranges
from 100 to 200. If we use topic information from previous sen-
tences, the prediction accuracy increases when changes from
100 to 150 and then drops when is 200. This is reasonable
since richer information (e.g., previous sentence topics) will im-
prove prediction accuracy while more classes (topics) to be pre-
dicted will tend to decrease the prediction accuracy.
The best performance is obtained when we set

and . This setting is used for our coherence models in
all experiments thereafter.
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TABLE III
TRAINING ACCURACY (%) OF THE MAXENT-BASED

COHERENCE CHAIN PREDICTION MODEL

Fig. 3. The training and testing process of the bitrained HTMM model.

C. Sentence Topic Projection vs. Direct Topic Correspondence
One may wonder why we do not assume a direct topic cor-

respondence between source and target sentences so that we
do not need to train a MaxEnt-based prediction model for sen-
tence topic projection. In order to investigate this question, we
carried out experiments to compare these two strategies (sen-
tence topic projection vs. direct topic correspondence) using the
word level coherence model. Based on the assumption of direct
topic correspondence between source and target sentences, one
can easily build a pseudo bilingual topic model to infer topics
for sentence pairs by concatenating each source sentence and
its aligned target sentence into one mixed-language sentence.
After concatenation, one can train a bilingual topic model on the
concatenated corpus using the same topic tool HTMM without
any changes. We refer to this topic model as “bilingual trained”
or “bitrained” for short HTMM model. The bitrained HTMM
model is then used to infer topics for source sentences on the
test set. The inferred source sentence topics are used as topics for
corresponding target sentences generated by SMT system based
on the direct topic correspondence assumption. We visualize
the training and testing process of the bitrained HTMM model
in Fig. 3. Using these target sentence topics and topic-word
probabilities learned by the HTMM model on the concatenated
corpus, we can build a word level coherence model following
equation (2).
The experiment results of our projection method vs. this ap-

proximate bilingual topic model are shown in Table IV. We can
observe that the word level coherence model built on projected
topics is better than that built on bilingual topics obtained in the
way mentioned above. This finding is similar to that of Zhang
et al. [17], which shows that many-to-many topic projection be-
tween the source and target side is better than one-to-one topic
mapping for translation rule selection. This may be due to the
more serious problem of sparsity in the bitrained HTMMmodel
as its vocabulary size is about twice as large as that of the mono-
lingual HTMM model.7

D. Word Level vs. Phrase Level Coherence Model
We investigated and compared the effect of the word and

phrase level coherence models. Table V presents the results,
where the last two rows will be discussed in the next subsec-

TABLE IV
BLEU AND NIST SCORES OF THE WORD LEVEL COHERENCE MODEL
BUILT ON OUR PROJECTION METHOD VS. THE APPROXIMATE BILINGUAL

TOPIC MODEL ON THE TEST SET. WCM (BILINGUAL) REFERS
TO THE WORD LEVEL COHERENCE MODEL BUILT ON SENTENCE

TOPICS INFERRED BY THE BITRAINED HTMM MODEL WHILE WCM
(PROJECTION) IS THE COHERENCE MODEL BUILT ON PREDICTED

TARGET COHERENCE CHAINS VIA TOPIC PROJECTION

tion. The word level coherence model outperforms the baseline
by an absolute 0.53 BLEU points while the phrase level achieves
a larger improvement of 0.61 BLEU points over the baseline on
the test set. NIST scores obtained by the two coherence models
are alsomuch higher than that of the baseline. These suggest that
the proposed coherence models are able to improve document
translation quality by selecting coherent word/phrase transla-
tions that are related to their corresponding sentence topics.

E. Coherence Chain vs. Document Topic
In this section, we investigated whether it is necessary to use

sentence topic sequences (coherence chains) instead of docu-
ment topics in our coherencemodels.We observe that 40.86% of
sentences in our development/test sets have topics that are dif-
ferent from topics of documents where these sentences belong.
We further investigate how varying sentence topics within

documents (or coherence chains) are in the training data.We cal-
culate the percentages of documents with different sentence
topics in both the source and target part of training data. The re-
sults are displayed in Table VI. From the table, we can see that
documents with only one topic for all sentences within them ac-
counting for less than 16%. About 48% coherence chains have
more than 5 different topics for sentences within them. Note that
the average length of a coherence chain is 28.4 sentences.
In order to study the impact of these sentences with topics

different from their document topics, we design a model which
only uses the topic of target document rather than the target
coherence chain to select translations for words/phrases. The
new model can be considered as a degenerated variation of our
proposed coherence models. It can be formulated and factorized
as follows:

(11)

The probability is further factorized at the word and
phrase level, similarly to equation (2) and (3)
We still use a maximum entropy classifier to predict the target

document topic given its source document topic with the fol-
lowing feature:

(12)

7Thanks to an anonymous reviewer for pointing this out.
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The results are shown in the last two rows in Table V. We can
clearly observe that BLEU/NIST scores of both the word and
phrase level coherence models significantly drop on the test set
when using the target document topic for all sentences. This
suggests that the coherence chain based model is better than
document topic based model.

F. Coherence Model Size and Decoding Speed

In this section we discuss the size of our coherence models
and decoding speed of systems enhanced with these coher-
ence models. This is directly related to the implementation
details about additional memory usage and runtime incurred
by the integration of the coherence models into the decoder.
Table VII shows the information of model size and decoding
speed for the word and phrase level coherence model vs. the
baseline system. We set the aggregate size of all models (in-
cluding the language model, translation model and reordering
model) and the decoding speed of the baseline system as the
reference (i.e., values are set to 1) in order to have a clear
comparison. We then compute the ratios of model size and
decoding speed of the systems with coherence models against
those of the baseline system.
From the table, we can observe that
• The size of Base WCM8 is marginally larger than that of
Base as we only integrate topic-word probabilities learned
by the HTMM model into the decoder.

• The size of Base PCM is about 60% larger than that of
Base. This is because the number of phrases is much larger
than that of words as we discussed in II.

• The decoding speeds of Base WCM and Base PCM are
slower than that of Base by 17.6% and 22.0% respectively.

From the perspective of implementation, the memory usage
and decoding time of Base WCM and Base PCM can be
largely reduced. For example, we can postpone the integration
of topic probabilities that are related to specific words and
phrases into the decoder until these words/phrases are to be
translated. More specifically, given a source sentence, we first
obtain all possible target words and phrases that will be used to
generate translation hypotheses according to bilingual phrases
collected from our phrase table, which match to the source
sentence on the source side. Then we load topic probabilities
of these target words and phrases. In doing so, we can not only
reduce the extra memory usage but also decrease the time cost
of finding these probabilities at runtime.

VI. ANALYSIS

In this section, we will investigate more details of our
topic-based coherence models by looking at the differences
that they make on target documents and individual translation
hypotheses. We conduct two types of evaluations on target
documents generated by the baseline and our coherence model:
1) intrinsic evaluation that measures the degree of semantic
relatedness between sentences in target documents, and 2)
extrinsic evaluation that calculates the ratio of target sentences
whose topics inferred by HTMMmatch to those of sentences in

8WCM/PCM refer to the word/phrase level coherence model built on the pre-
dicted target coherence chain unless otherwise specified.

TABLE V
BLEU AND NIST SCORES OF THE WORD/PHRASE LEVEL COHERENCE MODELS
ON THE TEST SET. WCM/PCM ( ): THE WORD/PHRASE LEVEL COHERENCE

MODEL BASED ON THE TARGET DOCUMENT COHERENCE CHAIN ;
WCM/PCM ( ): THE DEGENERATED WORD/PHRASE LEVEL COHERENCE

MODEL ONLY USING THE TARGET DOCUMENT TOPIC

TABLE VI
PERCENTAGES (%) OF DOCUMENTS WITH DIFFERENT SENTENCE TOPICS

IN THE SOURCE AND TARGET PART OF THE TRAINING DATA

TABLE VII
COHERENCE MODEL SIZE AND DECODING SPEED

reference translations. Section VI-A will provide the intrinsic
evaluation results while Section VI-B the extrinsic evaluation
results. We also provide examples in Section VI-C to give a
further look into differences on translation hypotheses.

A. Intrinsic Evaluation: Degree of Semantic Relatedness
In order to quantitatively evaluate how coherent target docu-

ments generated by the baseline system and the enhanced sys-
tems (Base WCM or Base PCM) are, we follow Lapata and
Barzilay [18] to measure the coherence of a document as the de-
gree of semantic relatedness between sentences by calculating
word-based similarities of these sentences. Formally, the coher-
ence of a document with sentences is computed as follows.

(13)

where the word-based similarity is calculated as
the ratio of word overlap between two sentences.

(14)

Here represents the set of words in sentence .
The coherence of a whole test corpus is calculated as the

mean of coherence degrees of all documents ( documents) in
the corpus.

(15)
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TABLE VIII
COHERENCE DEGREES OF TARGET DOCUMENTS GENERATED
BY THE BASELINE SYSTEM AND THE ENHANCED SYSTEM

WITH OUR COHERENCE MODELS ON THE TEST SET

Table VIII shows the intrinsic evaluation results for Base and
Base WCM PCM.We can observe that target documents gen-
erated by our topic-based coherence models are more coherent
than those generated by the baseline in terms of word-based sen-
tence similarity (0.197/0.203 vs. 0.178).

B. Extrinsic Evaluation: Ratio of Topic Matches
We can also evaluate target translations generated by Base

and Base WCM PCM in an extrinsic manner: quantifying
the similarity of system translations to reference translations
in terms of sentence topic matches. Specifically, we use
the HTMM model trained on the target side of the training
data to infer sentence topics for reference translations, trans-
lations generated by Base, and translations generated by
Base WCM PCM. We then calculate the topic match ratio
of sentences whose topics match to those of reference transla-
tions as follows.

(16)

where is the Kronecker function that is 1 if
and 0 otherwise, and are sentence topics inferred by the
HTMM for the reference translation and system translation
respectively, and is the total number of sentences in the set

to be evaluated.
Since there are 4 reference translations for each source sen-

tences on the test set, we can calculate 4 topic match ratios, one
per set of reference translations ( ). Table IX shows
the topic match ratios to reference translations for system trans-
lations generated by Base, Base WCM and Base PCM. Ob-
viously, all the topic match ratios to 4 different reference trans-
lations of Base WCM PCM are higher than those of Base.
This suggests that Base WCM PCM translations are more
similar to reference translations than Base translations in terms
of sentence topic matches.
We can also observe that the topic match ratios of Base

WCM are higher than those of Base PCM for most reference
translation sets although Base PCM is better than Base WCM
in terms of BLEU score. The reason is not quite clear. But we
conjecture that this may be due to the fact that HTMM models
are trained at the word level rather than the phrase level. Base
PCM generates translations using phrases with topics similar to
corresponding reference translations. But it can not guarantee
that words in these phrases have similar topics too.

C. Differences on Translation Hypotheses
Table X gives several examples to further shed light on how

the topic-based coherence model improves translation quality.
In Eg. 1, the bold Chinese word “dongzuo” has two different

TABLE IX
RATIOS (%) OF TARGET SENTENCES GENERATED BY BASE AND

Base WCM PCM ON THE TEST SET, WHERE THE TOPICS OF THESE TARGET
SENTENCES MATCH TO THOSE OF REFERENCE TRANSLATIONS

meanings (original meaning and derived sense), which can be
translated into English word movement (of body) and action
respectively. According to the meaning of the word in this
given sentence, action is a better translation for it. The topic
of this sentence in the predicted target coherence chain is 19,
whose probability distribution over words is shown in Table XI.
Clearly, the distribution probability over word action is much
higher than that of word movement. Therefore our coherence
model is able to select the translation action for the source word
instead of the translation movement.
Similarly, in Eg. 2, the Chinese word “jianshe” can

be translated into building, construction, development
and so on. Given the target sentence topic 106, the
topic-word probability of construction is higher than that
of building: vs.

. This is the reason why
Base WCM selects construction rather than building.
In the third example, the baseline translates the Chinese

phrase “gaoyuan fanying” in a word-by-word manner into a
target translation plateau reaction. If this translation is also a
candidate translation for Base+PCM, its coherence score will
be computed as follows by the phrase level coherence model
according to equation (4).

where 44 is the topic of the target sentence in this example. The
coherence score for the translation altitude sickness, however,
is

This is much larger than the score of plateau reaction. We fur-
ther find that the target translation altitude sickness mainly dis-
tribute over three topics: 44, 100 and 132, among which the
topic 44 has the largest distribution probability. Even if we take
the impact of phrase penalty feature [10] into account, this ex-
ample suggests that the topic-based coherence model is able to
help the decoder select appropriate translations.

VII. RELATED WORK

We roughly divide previous work related to our topic-based
coherence modeling framework into three categories: 1) coher-
ence models for text analysis, 2) inter-sentence dependencies
for document translation and 3) topic models for SMT. We will
introduce these related models and approaches and highlight the
differences of our coherence model from them in this section.

A. Coherence Models for Text Analysis
Although coherence is rarely explored in SMT, it is widely

studied in text analysis. Various coherence models are proposed
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TABLE X
CHINESE (SHOWN IN PINYIN) TO ENGLISH TRANSLATION EXAMPLES SHOWING THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE BASELINE TRANSLATION (BASE)

AND THE TRANSLATION GENERATED BY THE SYSTEM ENHANCED WITH OUR COHERENCE MODELS (Base WCM PCM)

TABLE XI
TEN MOST PROBABLE WORDS FOR TOPIC 19. WE ALSO SHOW

THE PROBABILITY OF THE TOPIC 19 OVER WORD
ACTION AND MOVEMENT

in the context of document summarization and generation, e.g.,
entity-based local coherence model [19], content-based global
coherence models [2], [20] and syntax-based coherence model
[21].
Our definition of coherence is partly inspired by the content

model [2] as mentioned in Section I. We also infer topics for
sentences in each document. But our key interest is to project
source sentence topics and topic shifts onto sentences of target
texts and then use the projected topics for target word/phrase
selection during translation. Therefore our model can be con-
sidered as a bilingual coherence model.

B. Inter-sentence Dependencies for Document Translation
Recently SMT researchers have proposed models to explore

inter-sentence dependencies for document translation, such as
cache-based language models [22], [23]. Hardmeier et al. [24]
introduce a document-wide phrase-based decoder and integrate
a semantic language model into the decoder. These studies nor-
mally focus on lexical cohesion (e.g., word repetitions in adja-
cent sentences) rather than coherence which deals with under-
lying sense connectedness within a document.

C. Topic Models for SMT
Our model is also related to previous approaches that em-

ploy topic model for SMT [25], [5], [6], especially the topic
similarity model [5] which explores document topics for hi-
erarchical phrase selection. However, our coherence model is
significantly different from the topic similarity model in two
key aspects. First, we use sentence topics instead of document
topics to select words/phrase for document translation. We ob-
serve in training data that a great number of sentences do have a
topic which is different from their document topic. We therefore
propose a coherence chain prediction model to estimate target

sentence topics. Second, we build a coherence model based
on topic-related probabilities rather than a similarity model on
the rule-topic distribution. Although using the rule-topic dis-
tribution is able to include all possible topics in the similarity
model, the size of the model is becoming larger and larger as
we increase the number of topics. Additionally, the distribu-
tion-based similarity model cannot differentiate topic-insensi-
tive phrases [5].
Finally our work is also related to most recent work that uses

domain information to help lexical and phrasal selection [26],
[27] since domain information can be considered as corpus-
level information that is beyond sentence boundaries, just like
our coherence chains defined at the document level.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a topic-based coherence model for sta-
tistical machine translation at the document level. Our method
uses a Markovian topic model to generate a coherence chain
for a source document and projects the source coherence chain
onto the corresponding target document by a MaxEnt-based
prediction model. The projected coherence chain captures
topic-related constraints on word/phrase selection for the target
document translation. Integration of the topic-based coherence
models into phrase-based machine translation yields significant
improvements over the baseline.
We have also observed that
• The coherence model built on topics projected from source
sentences by the MaxEnt-based prediction model is better
than that built on topics inferred by the bitrained HTMM
model as described in Section V-C.

• The phrase level coherence model is marginally better than
the word level coherence model.

• Our coherence models significantly outperform the degen-
erated coherence model which only uses target document
topics to constrain word/phrase translations.

• Target translations generated by the proposed coher-
ence models are more coherent and similar to reference
translations than those generated by the baseline system
according to the intrinsic and extrinsic evaluations in
Section VI.

We address the text coherence for document translation from
the lexical and topical perspective. There exists yet another di-
mension of coherence: intentional structure that is concerned
with the purpose of discourse. Louis and Nenkova [21] find that
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syntactic patterns shared by a sequence of sentences in a text
are able to capture intentional structure. Therefore an impor-
tant future direction lies in studying and modeling the inten-
tional structure dimension of coherence for syntax-based ma-
chine translation [28], [29], [30], [31] that uses syntactical rules
to generate translations. By automatically learning syntactic pat-
terns and intentional coherence embedded in these patterns from
large-scale training data with parse trees, we may be able to
select syntactic translation rules in a more efficient and appro-
priate fashion.
In the future, we want to build new coherence models on

multiple coherence chains for each document in order to reduce
error propagation from HTMM models. Specifically, we would
like to output the -best topic sequences from HTMM models
for each document, rather than only the best coherence chain,
and use them to train our topic projection model. Additionally,
we only model sentence topics and their changes in the content
structure of a text. There are many other important relations,
such as rhetorical relations [32], which should also be consid-
ered when translating a text. Finally, the discourse structure is
frequently modeled hierarchically in the literature. Therefor we
also plan to incorporate more hierarchical discourse informa-
tion (e.g., discourse connectives [33]) into phrase/syntax-based
machine translation at the document level in the future.
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